
1st Birthday
Anniversary

Exactly a year ago we celebrated my father's last

birthday. Two weeks earlier we got the news that

he was terminal, treatment was useless. That's

how aggressive the brain tumors were. He lived

another five months and passed away in February

of 2020.

Living in the here and now took on a new,

unprecedented meaning for me. Looking back

hurt, all the beautiful memories suddenly

belonged to the category of last memories.

Looking to the future was unbearable, because I

saw my father suddenly faded from the milestones

that were yet to come. Living in the here and now

was a messy year, a quest with varying degrees of

success. There were three things that I focused

on, consciously or unconsciously.
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1) Due to a combination of circumstances I did not

work and  - after a lot of inner turmoil - I could let

go and embrace it. Your mental health is more

important than your productivity.

2) Spending as much time as possible with my

dad and doing things together. This was literally a

race against time, seeing a loved one decline

every week is heartbreaking. But by organizing all

kinds of trips and gatherings I was able to make

the last memories, for which I am very grateful.

3) I kept trying to be aware of my needs, but they

changed every day, every hour, every moment. I

tried to answer honestly every time someone

asked how I was doing, but this also kept

changing and often I just didn't know. I scheduled

social activities with reservation, which allowed

me to make a last-minute decision on what was

right for me at the time.



In the past year, living in the here and now mainly

meant unpredictability. And it meant enduring

this unpredictability, learning to deal with it. As

Vicki Harrison says, "Grief is like the ocean, it

comes in waves, ebbing and flowing. Sometimes

the water is calm, and sometimes it is

overwhelming. All we can do is learn to swim." It

was intense, okay, awful, bittersweet, surprisingly

normal at times, but often very sad. My emotional

compass is broken and only time can heal it. Time

and self-care.

Your mental health is more
important than your productivity

My emotional compass is broken
and only time can heal it



To me, self-care is: eating well, good nights of

sleep and sufficient relaxation. Take care of

yourself today, future you appreciates it. To me,

self-care is also: surrounding yourself with people

who support you unconditionally and are there for

you. Because I now know that, really, I have to do

it alone, go through this alone… But with a (digital)

hug or a sweet text message it is less lonely. Just
because someone carries it all so well doesn't

mean it's not heavy. I'm aware that  lot's of people

mourns during this pandemic, and social

distancing complicates things even more.

October is approaching, the leaves are already

falling from the trees, it is getting darker and

colder. And at the end of the month is Halloween,
the party where we hide behind various masks. 

Just because someone carries it all
so well doesn't mean it's not heavy



Self-care is: taking off your mask, showing who

you are with all your vulnerability. And that also

means in your powerful and joyful moments. It is

not inappropriate to laugh while your father is

terminal, it's not selfish at all. Fortunately, I didn't

have too much of these thoughts or feelings of

guilt, but I know a lot of people do and it confuses

them in times that are hard enough. I still believe

life is beautiful, laughter and connection heal,

these are all ways of self-care.

Be kind to yourself is the best
advice I've gotten so far

As you read this you will recognize some things,

some things you will not. Both are okay, the way of

mourning is so personal. In the end, things will be

better. And if not.. it's not the end yet.

xoxo
O.C.


